
 
 DRY STEAM, WET STEAM? 

 

 

 

HOW DOES IT EXPLODE? 
It is by the action of dioxide (O2) that the water of the oceans, seas and others is decomposed into H2 and O (gaseous 
bodies simple and free). 

In atmosphere now 
Oxygen from the air (O2) is in permanent contact with water surfaces (oceans, seas, lakes, wet soil and others) and its 
powerful electro-negativity and the influence of atmospheric pressure, it reacts easily With the salts contained in these 
waters, for example sodium chloride (NaCl), which represents an assembly of ions (Na+ and Cl-) ready to react as follows:  
 
• REACTION 1:  
Oxygen in air reacts with (Na +) + (Cl-):  
O2 + 4NaCl → 2Na2O↘ + 2Cl2↘,  
This is called the dissolution of oxygen in water.  
• REACTION 2:  
Chlorine molecules (Cl2) attack the hydrogenated products and the water is one, they eliminate the H + protons:  
(2Cl2 + 2H2O → (↖O + 2HCl↘) and  
                                        (2HCl↘ + O↗)  
The molecule O2 having reacted first is recovered in the atmosphere, but this time in the form of atoms O lighter than air 
(↖O = 16/29 = 0.55), they escape at altitude and the heavier HCl molecules remain.  
• REACTION 3:  
The 4 molecules HCl react with the 2 molecules of Na2O resulting from the first reaction.  
2HCl + Na2O → ↖H2 + 2NaCl↘ + O↗ and 2HCl + Na2O → ↖H2 + 2NaCl↘ + O↗  
Two molecules of water have decomposed into molecules ↖H2 (2/29 = 0.06) and  
atoms ↖O (16/29 = 0.55),  
The two gases lighter than the air must escape in height, the lighter will rise the highest and the 4 original molecules of NaCl 
have reconstituted.  

HEAT IS ONLY AN ACCELERATOR OF THE PROCESS. 
 
Let us assume that this reaction occurs at an altitude of 4 km.  
 
1- You will see the lightning in 0.0008 third of a second (you do not yet hear the thunder and you still do not see the rain).  
 
2- You hear the thunder in 0.0116 seconds, this is second and not third-tierce of second (the light has passed, the thunder 
roars, the rain does not fall yet).  
 
3. Finally, the rain whose speed of fall is much less than that of light and sound (lightning and thunder have already passed). 
It is the time that separates these three phenomena long regarded as independent of each other but which, in reality, are 
born together. 
https://pdf.lu/lsu5/ 
Thank you   
 

So-called dry steam in the picture (kettle) are 
hydrogen atoms and free oxygen atoms as simple 
gaseous bodies. 
What is called wet steam is a real chemical reaction 
between H2 and O, the mixture is hot projected in an 
air of cold temperature, compresses it, this 
compression rate causes the positive ionization of 
hydrogen and negative of the oxygen and allows their 

combination, water molecules are born and 
compression condenses them. 
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